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Load balancing in multi-hop wireless ad hoc networks
Mohsen Eftekhari Hesari
In this thesis we study the load distribution and load balancing problem in wireless
ad hoc networks. Using a discrete unit disk graph model of the network, we analyze
the distribution of load induced by greedy routing in the network with an all-to-all
communication pattern between the nodes. We derive an estimate for average load of
the nodes in the network. We also calculate the expected load of a node as a function
of its geometric coordinates in the network. We express the actual load of a node in
the network as a random variable and obtain the parameters of this random variable.
Using this random variable we derive an estimate for the maximum load of the nodes
in the network. Our result is more accurate than previous studies which were based
on a continuous model of the network.
We analyze how different parameters of the network, i.e., number of nodes, trans-
mission range, and different routing algorithms can affect the parameters of the load
distribution. We give a technique to reduce the variance of the load distribution, and
hence decrease the maximum load of the nodes in the network. Our technique can
be combined with any location-based routing algorithm. We also introduce a class of
algorithms that improve the maximum expected load of nodes in the network. Ex-
perimental results show that our algorithms outperform other existing algorithms in
reducing the maximum load of the network.
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A communication network is an environment consisting of nodes and links that
enables communication between applications running on the nodes. Every link in a
communication network can be either wireless or wired (twisted pair wire, optical
fiber, coaxial cable, etc.). A network might have basic components (i.e. switches,
bridges, routers, access points, and etc.) to perform the communication between
nodes. A router is a device that forwards the packets on behalf of other nodes to
reach their intended destination (s) using the information provided in the packets and
routing tables. An access point is a device that enables wireless nodes to connect
to a wireless network (also called managed or infrastructure wireless network). In a
managed wireless network, every wireless node connects to the network (and other
nodes) through an access point. Communication protocols are a set of algorithms
that enable communications between nodes in the network.
In contrast with managed wireless networks, a wireless ad hoc network consists
of wireless nodes communicating in an infrastructureless environment. A network is
called ad hoc because there is no preexisting infrastructure (e.g. routers in wired
networks and access points in managed wireless networks) to perform the routing of
packets among the nodes.
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Applications of wireless ad hoc networks are diverse, for example environment
sensing and monitoring using small wireless sensor nodes, providing communication
between wireless devices or even Internet access in the absence of wired infrastruc-
ture, connecting computers (mainly ruggedized laptops) in a battle field, and fast
deployment of communication in disaster fields where communication infrastructures
are destroyed or were never built before.
Since the transmission range of nodes is limited, a node can only communicate
directly with those nodes that are within its transmission range. Hence if one node
decides to communicate with other nodes in the network which are not within its
transmission range, it has to send its packet through other nodes (forwarding nodes).
Wireless ad hoc networks have some inherent characteristics that distinguish them
from wired and managed wireless networks:
• Decentralized environment: As mentioned earlier wireless ad hoc networks are
infrastructure free. This is in contrast with the traditional wired networks, that
use routers to perform the routing and management of the network or managed
wireless networks in which each wireless node communicates with an access
point and access points perform routing. In a wireless ad hoc network, each
node has the capability to and might participate in the routing of other nodes'
packets.
• Frequent changes in the network topology: All nodes in a wireless ad hoc net-
works are free to join or quit the network at any time, nodes or the links between
nodes might fail and new links can be established, furthermore nodes might be
mobile (in mobile ad hoc networks). The routing tables should be updated
frequently to adapt to the changes of the network topology.
• Limited energy or computation capability of nodes: Nodes in wireless ad hoc
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networks are usually powered with batteries. Also each node has limited mem-
ory and computational capability, especially in case of wireless sensor networks.
This should be considered in the design of the communication protocols for ad
hoc networks.
• Heterogeneity of nodes: Some nodes might have more capabilities than other
nodes (energy, memory, computational capability, communication range, etc.)
in the network. Protocols for wireless ad hoc networks need to consider this to
design better algorithms that improve performance using the heterogeneity of
nodes.
• Large scale deployment: A wireless ad hoc network might consist of few nodes
(e.g. in a home network) to hundreds of nodes (e.g. in a large sensor network for
environment monitoring). Therefore the designed algorithms should be scalable
to be appropriate for different kinds of deployments.
These characteristics and constraints of wireless ad hoc networks make protocols
designed for wired and managed wireless networks unsuited for them and create new
challenges and research directions.
1.1 Routing
The routing problem in wireless ad hoc networks has received extensive research
interest in recent years. The routing problem is to find intermediate nodes that
forward a packet from its source node to its destination node in the network. These
intermediate nodes form a path between the source node and the destination node.
A routing algorithm defines a path for each pair of nodes in the network area. A
path p(s, d) between nodes s and d is a sequence of nodes p(s, d) = (a0, a?, ..., am) in
which ao = s and am = d, called the source and destination of the path, respectively,
where consecutive nodes of the sequence are neighbors. The length of a path p(s, d)
denoted by |p(s, d)| is defined as the number of hops (edges) in the path.
In terms of path discovery initiation, routing protocols can be divided into proac-
tive (also known as table-driven) and reactive (also known as on-demand) routing.
Routing protocols can also be classified by considering the use of geographical infor-
mation in the routing algorithms. In this sense, routing protocols can be divided into
location-aware routing and location-unaware routing protocols [29].
1.1.1 Proactive routing protocols
In proactive routing, each node maintains the information required for forwarding the
packets in routing tables. Routing tables are updated to adapt to the changes in the
network topology. The routing tables are updated periodically or when a change in
the network topology is sensed (e.g. DSDV [40], CGSR [30], and WRP [34]).
1.1.2 Reactive routing protocols
In reactive routing, route discovery initiation is done by the source node (hence it is
also called source-initiated on-demand routing). Routes are created only when they
are demanded, and a routing maintenance process is responsible for maintaining the
routes. Routes are deleted when they are not desired anymore or the destination is
not accessible (examples are AODV [41], and DSR [3, 21, 22]).
Our work is orthogonal to this classification of the routing protocols and the results
can be applied to both reactive and proactive routing algorithms.
1.1.3 Location-aware routing protocols
In location-aware routing algorithms it is assumed that every node (or most of the
nodes) is aware of its own coordinates (via GPS, location servers or using localization
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techniques). Moreover each node is assumed to know the coordinates of its neighbors
and for each packet the coordinates of its destination node [15].
As in [15], location-aware routing algorithms can be divided into subgroups. Here
we review two of the subgroups:
Distance-based algorithms:
Algorithms in this group decide the next hop only based on the geographical coordi-
nates of the destination node and neighbor nodes. We give some examples below:
• Random Progress Method [35]: In this method, the next hop is selected ran-
domly (with equal probability) among the neighbors that have a positive progress
toward the destination node .
• Most Forward within Radius [50]: In this scheme, the next hop is selected as
the neighbor with the greatest progress toward the destination node.
• Greedy algorithm [H]: In this method, the neighbor with the minimum Eu-
clidean distance to the destination is selected as the next hop. In a variant of
Greedy scheme called GEDIR [48], the message is dropped when the decision
at the current node is to forward back the packet to the node that it came from.
• Compass routing [26]: In this method, the direction of nodes are calculated
using their coordinates. The next hop is the neighbor that has the closest
direction to the direction of the destination node.
Prom here on when we use the term greedy routing, we mean the GEDIR variant
of the Greedy algorithm.
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Partial flooding with location information
The methods in this group use the location information of nodes to perform an in-
telligent flooding of the packets to the nodes that are closer to the destination than
the current node. Providing location information to the routing algorithms allows for
algorithms with fewer control packets than are needed in location-unaware routing
algorithms (examples are LAR [26], DREAM [I]). See [15, 39, 47] for more examples
of location-aware routing algorithms.
1.1.4 Location-unaware routing protocols
All other routing protocols that do not use geographical location information are
categorized in this group (e.g. AODV [41], DSR [3, 21, 22], and DSDV [40]). These
algorithms use flooding of the control packets to get information about the network
topology and perform the routing. For more information and examples of location-
unaware protocols see surveys [4, 44, 45].
In this thesis we focus on location-aware routing algorithms.
1.2 Load Balancing
The load of a node is defined as the number of packets it transmits in a given period of
time. Since we assume the transmission ranges of the nodes are fixed, there is a high
correlation between the load of a node and its energy consumption. Many of the pro-
posed routing algorithms (both reactive and proactive protocols) try to find the short-
est path or its approximation from the source to the destination [21, 40, 41]. However
using the greedy path, i.e. the path found by the greedy algorithm, may cause some
nodes to participate in the forwarding of packets of many (source, destination) pairs
and hence lose their energy more quickly. Heavily loaded nodes are likely to fail
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sooner than other nodes as observed in [46]. Load balancing, also known as conges-
tion control, is the problem of modifying the routing paths to avoid the highly loaded
nodes. Note that load balancing can also be done in other network layers (e.g. in
transport layer). However, this is orthogonal to the load balancing in the routing
layer and our discussion. The techniques for load balancing in routing algorithms can
be divided as reactive and proactive load balancing.
1.2.1 Reactive load balancing
Algorithms in this category use the information from the neighbors to adjust the
routing paths [46, 49]. As some of the network nodes are highly loaded and/or lose
their energy, various parameters of the decision making process (e.g. lifetime and
remaining energy of nodes) are updated, which results in selection of new paths ac-
cording to newly obtained information. One subgroup of these algorithms categorized
as power-aware routing protocols in [15] are concerned with energy consumption of
nodes.
1.2.2 Proactive load balancing
In the algorithms in this category, routing paths are selected from the beginning
(according to the node positions and communication patterns) so that nodes in the
network are participating fairly in the routing of the packets. The idea is to avoid
the highly loaded network areas (usually at the network center), so that the proba-
bility of load at each point of the network is equal [5, 19, 32, 43]. The algorithms
from this category can be combined with reactive load balancing to achieve a better
performance. In this thesis we are more focused on the proactive load balancing.
Another technique that has been introduced to balance the load in networks is
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multi-path routing. In terms of the number of paths between a fixed (source, desti-
nation) pair, we can divide routing algorithms into single-path algorithms and multi-
path algorithms. In single-path routing every packet addressed to a given destination
will follow the same path, but in multi-path routing, different packets from a source
to the same destination might go through different paths [12, 42].
1.3 Network Model
A computer network is usually represented as a graph G = (V, E), where V =
{vi,v2, ---,Vn) is the set of nodes and E Ç {{u, v}\u,v G V} is the set of links. A
link exists between two nodes where direct communication (without using an inter-
mediate node) is possible between the two nodes. In general links can be directional
where existence of the link from u to ? is independent of the link from ? to u. Here
we assume only bidirectional links, thus the link from u to ? exists if and only if a
link from ? to u also exists. We denote the set of neighbors of node ? by Nv:
Nv = {ueV\{v,u}eE}
A common model used for homogeneous wireless networks is the geometric unit
disk graph (UDG) [7]. In the UDG model, each node in the network corresponds to
a point in the plane. The transmission ranges of all the nodes are equal (denoted by
Tr), and two nodes can communicate directly if and only if their Euclidean distance
is less than or equal to Tr. Hence the definition of E (set of links) is given as follows:
E = {{u,v}\u,v e V, \\u,v\\ < Tr)
where ||tt, w|| is the Euclidean distance between nodes u and v.
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We assume that nodes are location-aware. This means each node knows its coor-
dinates in the network (this can be achieved through GPS-enabled devices or local-
ization techniques [17, 36]). Moreover each node knows the location of its neighbors
and the destination coordinates for each packet.
We assume that every node has a limited energy resource. Since the transmission
range of nodes is fixed the energy consumed to transmit a packet is independent of
the euclidean distance between the node and its neighbor. We do not consider the
interference between the nodes and consequent retransmission of the packets. With
this simplification, every time a node transmits a packet it will consume a constant
amount of energy.
Moreover we do not consider topology changes in the network (due to node mo-
bility, failures of nodes or insertion of new nodes into the network).
1.4 Definitions and Problem Statement
Our network contains ? wireless nodes that are located randomly in the network
area. The transmission range of all nodes is equal to Tr and connectivity of nodes
is determined using UDG model (hence all links are bidirectional). We assume an
all-to-all communication pattern between nodes.
A routing algorithm ra is a function mapping a pair of nodes to a path as follows:
ra : V x V -> P
where P is the set of all loop-free paths between pairs of nodes in V and ra(s,d) is a
path from node s to node d. The path between nodes s and d is a sequence of nodes
ra(s, d) = a?, a2, ..., am in which a\ = s and am = d, called the source and destination
of the path, respectively, where consecutive nodes of the sequence are neighbors. A
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routing algorithm defines a path for each pair of nodes in the network area.
For example, given a source src and a destination dest, the greedy path denoted
greedy (src, dest) is defined as follows:
greedy(src, dest) = a?, a<2, ..., am where a? = src, am = dest and,
Hoi.dll= min ||^-,d||
where ||^,^|| is the Euclidean distance between Vi and Vj. In a dense network, it
is reasonable to expect that greedy routing creates a path that approximates the
straight line connecting source and destination nodes.
Note that if the routing algorithm is multi-path the value of the function is a set
of paths instead of one path. Here we focus on single-path routing only but one can
extend the definitions for multi-path routing as well.
We define the load of a node w with respect to routing function ra denoted by
loadra(w) as the number of packets it forwards during a given period of time.
We are interested in the load of nodes with respect to an all-to-all communication
pattern, i.e. every node sends packets to every other node in the network with the
same probability. The load of a node w with respect to the routing algorithm ra can
then be calculated as follows:
loadra(w) = S S Qra(u,v,w)
u€Vv€V
where,
1 , if w G ra(u,v)
Qva(u,v,w) = <
0 , else
Here we model the total number of packets forwarded by a node in a loop-free routing
algorithm. However, note that by using other values of Qra,(u,v,w), the notion of
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load can be generalized to model other parameters, such as energy consumption.
The load balancing problem can be defined as a min-max problem. The goal is to
find a routing algorithms ra' such that minimizes the maximum load of the nodes in
the network:
max loadra{v) = min max loadra> (v)VÇ.V ra' v€V
A similar problem definition can be found in [20].
1.5 Thesis Contributions
In this thesis we study the load distribution and load balancing problem in wireless
ad hoc networks. We base our analysis on a discrete model (UDG model) of network.
The contribution of our work is as follows:
• We start with the greedy routing algorithm and derive an estimate for the
average and maximum load of the nodes in the network induced by greedy
routing. We use a discrete model to calculate the expected load of a node as
a function of its geometric coordinates. Also we express the actual load of a
node in the network as a random variable, and we obtain the parameters of this
random variable by simulations. Our estimate for the load is more accurate
than those given by previous studies which were based on a continuous model
of the network.
• We study the parameters of the load distribution of the nodes in the network
and compare the different routing algorithms in this sense. We study the load
distribution of the nodes in both the microscopic and macroscopic level and
analyze how different parameters of the network (number of nodes, and trans-
mission range) and different routing algorithms can affect the distribution.
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• We introduce a new class of algorithms that moderate the maximum load in
the network and compare our algorithms' performance with the existing ones.
Experimental results show that our algorithms outperform other existing algo-
rithms in reducing the maximum load of the network.
• We give some techniques to reduce the variance of load distribution among the
nodes in the network that can be combined with any location-based routing
algorithm to reduce the maximum load of the nodes.
1.6 Thesis Outline
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we review previous work
that is related to the load balancing problem. In Chapter 3 we give our model to
analyze the average and maximum load of the nodes in the network induced by greedy
routing. We show how using a discrete model can help to achieve a better and more
accurate view of the load distribution in the network in comparison with continuous
models. In Chapter 4 we introduce some algorithms for reducing the maximum load
in the network. We compare the performance of our algorithms using simulations
with greedy routing and other load balancing algorithms [5, 9, 19, 43]. Finally in




In this chapter we look at previous work on load balancing in wireless ad hoc
networks. First we look at the work done on load balancing with multi-path routing
in ad hoc networks. Then we look at the previous work on load balancing with
single-path routing algorithms and explain them in more detail.
2.1 Load Balancing with Multi-Path Routing
In multi-path routing algorithms, instead of only one path being maintained for every
(source, destination) pair of nodes as in single-path routing, a set of multiple paths is
maintained and used [33] . Multi-path routing has been explored in traditional wired
networks for many different reasons i.e. load balancing, throughput improvement,
and fault tolerance. Some multi-hop routing algorithms also have been introduced
for wireless ad hoc networks to improve the throughput, achieve higher reliability,
minimize end-to-end delay, and to balance load (examples are SMR [28], AOMDV
[31], and AODVM [51]; for more examples see [33]). Multi-path routing itself can be
categorized into different groups depending on whether they have any node or link in
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common or not [33]:
• non-disjoint multi-paths: where multi-paths (set of paths that are used for a
given source and destination nodes) from a single source node to a single desti-
nation node might have common links or nodes.
• link disjoint multi-paths: where multi-paths from a single source node to a single
destination node do not have any common link, but they might have common
nodes.
• node disjoint multi-paths: this is the category where different multi-paths from a
single source node to a single destination node have no node or link in common.
In [28] a routing algorithm based on DSR called Split Multi-path Routing (SMR)
is introduced. The protocol tries to find the maximally disjoint multi-paths (multi-
paths with minimum common nodes or links) between a given (source, destination)
pair of nodes. It works similarly to DSR where the source node floods a route request
packet to the entire network. Intermediate nodes do not send a reply back to the
source even if they know a route to the destination node (in contrast with DSR). The
destination node upon receiving the route request packet, selects the two maximally
disjoint multi-paths (the first route is the shortest delay route and the second is the
path that is maximally disjoint from the first route) and sends the route reply packets
back to the source node through the two selected multi-paths.
In [31], an extension to AODV protocol called AOMDV is introduced to calculate
link-disjoint multi-paths. In the routing tables, multiple entries are stored for a given
destination (one for each multi-path) that store next hops and corresponding hop
counts to the destination node. Each node stores a value called advertised hop count
for every destination that represents the maximum hop distance to that destination
from the node. A node accepts an alternate path to a destination if its hop count is
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less than the advertised hop count for that destination to avoid loops in the paths.
In [51] another extension to AODV called AODVM is introduced. In AODVM
intermediate nodes forward all the route request packets to the destination node (like
in AOMDV). Also each intermediate node stores all the route request packets in a
route request table. The destination node sends a route reply back for every received
route request. On the way back each intermediate node sends the route reply back to
the nodes in the route request table which is on the shortest path to the source node
and deletes the route request entry of that node from the route request table. Also
any node that overhears the route reply from another node, deletes the entry in the
route request table corresponding to the transmitting node to ensure that no node is
participating in multiple paths.
A quantitative comparison of the different multi-path routing algorithms is done
in [37]. Algorithms were compared with different metrics: routing overhead, packet
delivery ratio, average end-to-end delay, and load balancing. Their simulation results
show that a 'very good' improvement in packet delivery ratio, and 'good' improvement
in average end-to-end delay and routing overhead are achieved with different multi-
path routing algorithms. However as their results show, in a network with high
density and high load, the improvement is insignificant.
In [42] the performance of single path routing and multi-path routing is compared
in terms of packet overhead and traffic distribution. An analytical model has been
provided to study the overhead of single-path versus multi-path routing. They show
that the overhead of the multi-path routing is not significant when the number of
multi-paths created in the route discovery phase is not more than 3. They also show
that the maximum increase in over head of multi-path routing compared to single path
is 20% for a link failure rate of 50% and approximately 10% when the link failure
rate is less than 10% (the failure rate is inverse of expected lifetime of that link). The
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authors also analyzed single-path routing and multi-path routing in terms of network
congestion and provide an upper bound on the average length of the multi-path routes
that guarantees the decrease in the network congestion.
In [12] authors studied multi-path greedy routing versus single path greedy routing
in wireless ad hoc networks in terms of load distribution. They modeled the k multi-
paths greedy as parallel lines from source to destination node and showed that the
multi-path routing will not improve the load balance unless the number of these multi-
paths is very large. As they explained, when the density of the nodes in the network
is high the greedy paths connecting source node and destination node are very close
to the straight line from source to destination nodes. They also confirmed the result
from [42] that increasing the number of multi-paths will lead to high overhead in
the network and hence is not feasible. Therefore they showed feasible multi-path
routing will behave similar to single-path routing in terms of load distribution. They
suggested one should use paths that push the traffic load further from the network
center (highly congested area) to gain load balance.
In [20] authors compared the single path and multi-path routing in massively dense
wireless multi-hop networks from the load balancing perspective. They show that in
contrast with fixed networks where multi-path routing can lead to lower congestion,
in dense multi-hop wireless networks single path routing can lead to better solutions.
In particular they showed that any set of paths can be combined into one single path
with a better performance. They also showed how to transform a set of paths to one
single path using the vector calculation over the given paths.
As shown in [12, 20, 42] in contrast with wired networks multi-path routing does
not achieve a good performance in balancing the load in the network unless a very
large number of multi-paths are used. Furthermore, the overhead of discovery and
maintenance of such a large number of paths is high and is infeasible in wireless ad
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hoc networks.
2.2 Load Balancing with Single-Path Routing
In this section we review some of the single-path routing algorithms for wireless ad
hoc networks with respect to their performance in the load balancing.
2.2.1 Curveball routing
In [43], the crowded center effect in a circular network is studied. The authors pro-
vided an analytical study of the load probability (the probability that a node forwards
a packet on the path of randomly chosen source and destination) distribution when
routing on the shortest path. To find the optimal solution for the problem, a cost
function is defined. The cost of a path (cost per unit length) at a node with distance
r to the network center, is denoted u(r). The values for u[r) are approximated with
a linear programming technique as follows. Starting with equal costs for every node
the load of each node is calculated for point to point communication (the Dijkstra
algorithm is used to implement shortest paths). The cost for each node is updated at
each round (u(r) is increased for highly loaded areas and decreased for lowly loaded
areas). This is repeated until the values for u(r) converge to a stable state. The rout-
ing problem is then to find the greedy path on the calculated costs per point which
needs a path integral over the cost function. However the authors state that even
using the numerical solutions to the integral is not practical. Then they introduced
curveball routing as a practical solution that approaches the optimum solution.
In curveball routing each point in the network plane is mapped to a point on
the surface of a virtual sphere. The mapping point is the intersection of the line
connecting the top of the virtual sphere and the real point with the surface of the
17
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Figure 1: Mapping of nodes in curveball routing; Real nodes are shown with dark
circles (u,v) and corresponding virtual points are shown with triangles (u',v').
sphere. Figure 1 shows two nodes in the network and their corresponding virtual
points. The routing is simply to find the greedy path on new 3-D virtual coordinates
of nodes (instead of real coordinates in greedy routing) . An example of the path in
curveball routing is shown in Figure 2. They evaluated their algorithm by high level
simulation using ns-2[10]. They claim to achieve a decrease in the maximum average
load (average number of packets forwarded by a node in an annulus) by 35 — 44%
and 25 — 40% decrease in maximum load.
Since the decision at each hop is based on the new 3-D coordinates of the nodes,
implementation of curveball routing can not be done without modification of the
routing layer. Also if greedy routing on the 3-D coordinates fails, the algorithm must
switch to greedy routing on 2-D coordinates. This further complicates the algorithm
and increases the storage costs.
2.2.2 Radial-path routing
In [19] authors formulate the traffic load of the network by defining the notion of scalar
packet flux similar to the concept of particle fluxes in physics. Scalar packet flux can
be calculated at each point as the limit of the rate of packets that go through a small
line segment perpendicular to the flow direction divided by the length of that line
18
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Figure 2: An example of the path in curveball routing. The network area is a square
with side length 500, number of nodes in the simulation is 500, and the transmission
range of nodes is 50. The dashed line is the path followed if the network area is very
dense.
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Segment when the length goes to zero. So the load balancing problem is formulated
as the problem of finding the set of paths that minimizes the maximum scalar packet
flux in the network. They calculated the maximum packet flux of shortest path
routing, and also gave lower bounds on the load balancing problem and showed how
to calculate the scalar flux for any other set of curvilinear paths. They also gave
three different heuristics (Rin, Rout and a combination of shortest-path and Rout)
to decrease the maximum load of the network. The paths in these heuristics consist
of two segments: radial segment and ring segment. The difference between Rin and
Rout paths is in the order of radial and ring segment; In Rin the inner ring segment
is used where in Rout path goes on the outer ring. Figure 3a illustrates how Rin and
Rout paths are determined. Also an example of the path in Rin routing is shown in
Figure 3b. The results are validated through the analytical model.
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Figure 3: Radial path routing: (a) Radial path routing from S to D. Rin and Rout
paths are shown with solid and dashed lines respectively, (b) An example of the path
in Rin routing. The network area is a square with side length 500, number of nodes
in the simulation is 500, and the transmission range of nodes is 50. The dashed line
is the path followed if the network area is very dense.
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Similar to curveball routing, the implementation of this algorithm needs modifi-
cations of the routing layer protocols. This makes the algorithm unsuited to be used
along with the existing routing algorithms for ad hoc wireless networks (e.g. DSR
and AODV).
2.2.3 Oblivious routing
In [5] an oblivious load balancing algorithm is introduced. The term oblivious implies
that each packet from a single source to a single destination node is routed without
using the information from the previously routed packets. Hence two packets from a
given flow might go through different randomly chosen routes. This randomization
is intended to achieve a better load balancing, but also increases the computational
overhead of the algorithm. For each packet the route is selected as follows:
Consider the line connecting the source node to destination node, denote the per-
pendicular bisector line of this line by Z-1. An intermediate point is selected uniformly
at random on the line segment of Ia- contained in the network area. Then the packet
is sent to (a node close to) this intermediate point and after reaching the intermediate
node, the packet is forwarded to the destination. The authors proved that on uni-
form unit disk graphs the stretch factor of the paths is 0(1) and the node congestion
is 0(C*odeAogn) where C*ode is the optimal node congestion and ? is the number
of nodes. However they did not provide any high level simulation results of their
algorithm.
2.2.4 One-turn rectilinear routing
In [9] studied different one-turn rectilinear paths to address the load balancing prob-
lem in wireless multi-hop ad hoc networks. One-turn rectilinear routing assigns to
each (source, destination) pair one of the possible rectilinear paths (either first row
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then column or first column then row combination) with at most one turn point. A
heuristic named diagonal rectilinear routing is introduced (see Figure 4a for details).
An example of the path in diagonal rectilinear routing is shown in Figure 4b.
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Figure 4: Diagonal rectilinear routing: (a) Illustration of diagonal rectilinear routing:
if the source lies in shaded area row-first routing is selected and otherwise column-first
routing is performed, (b) An example of the path in diagonal rectilinear routing. The
network area is a square with side length 500, number of nodes in the simulation is
500, and the transmission range of nodes is 50. The dashed line is the path followed
if the network area is very dense.
The authors formulated the load of the straight line routing and derived the
expression for the maximum and average load. Furthermore they showed that for
every one-turn rectilinear routing the average and maximum stretch factor is 1.274
and \[2 respectively. They introduced several one-turn rectilinear policies and showed
33% decrease in the maximum load of diagonal rectilinear policy over straight line
routing.
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2.2.5 Outer space routing
In [32] authors introduced a new algorithm for balancing the load over the nodes in
the network called outer space routing. The idea is to transform the node coordinates
to new virtual coordinates and then use greedy path on the new coordinates. They
define the network area to be symmetric if given two nodes v\ and ?2 selected randomly
from the nodes in the network, the probability that the greedy path from ?? to V2
goes through a specific node u is independent of its position. They showed that if a
space is symmetric then an all-to-all communication pattern will lead to equal load
distribution on the nodes. Furthermore they gave a candidate symmetric space (a
torus) and provide a one to one mapping function from the nodes in a square to
the torus. Providing the simulation results on their own event based simulator they
showed that their algorithm (applied to geographical routing) gives 32% lower load
in the network center and 34% increase in average path stretch and global energy





The routing problem in a wireless ad hoc network has received extensive attention
in recent years and, as described in Chapter 2, many routing algorithms have been
developed for these networks [2, 27, 38, 47]. Many of these routing algorithms (e.g.
greedy routing) try to find an approximation of the shortest path between the source
and destination nodes. These algorithms attempt to maximize the delivery rate of
packets, and minimize the lengths of paths travelled by packets.
It is only recently that researchers started to consider the load induced by a
routing algorithm on nodes of the network [5, 9, 13, 14, 19, 43]. It is easy to see that
the routing algorithm that induces the minimum average load is the shortest path
routing. However, in general, the maximum load induced by shortest path routing
can be very high. In particular, nodes near the geographical center of the network are
very highly loaded when using shortest path routing, while nodes near the periphery
of the network are usually very lightly loaded.
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To design load-balanced routing algorithms, it is necessary to have a good un-
derstanding of the average and maximum load induced by a routing algorithm. One
common model that has been used to analyze the average and maximum load in-
duced by a routing algorithm is to consider networks that are so dense that a node
exists close enough to any point in the network. In other words, every point in the
network area corresponds to a node in the network. In such a network, the shortest
path between two nodes (points) is simply the straight line connecting them. This
assumption is shared by all the researches described in Chapter 2. Thus continuous
techniques were used to find the maximum and average load induced by shortest path
routing in the network. In [19, 42, 43], these quantities were studied for a network
contained in a circular area for shortest path routing in [19, 43], and radial ring paths
in [19]. Shortest path routing and rectilinear routing in a square area were studied
in [9].
We are interested in analyzing the maximum and the average load induced by
greedy routing in a network modeled by a random unit disk graph. Since greedy
routing in a dense network can be expected to return a path very close to a straight
line between the source and destination, it is conceivable that the results of [9, 19, 43]
can be used to determine maximum and average load induced by greedy routing in a
discrete network. However, we argue that the continuous model has some limitations
that make it unsuitable for this purpose:
• Analysis based on a continuous model does not give the actual values of the
maximum and the average load. The values that have been calculated were
only appropriate for comparison between performance of different algorithms.
• The techniques in the continuous model apply to straight line paths [9, 42], or
smooth curves as in the analysis of radial ring paths [19]. While greedy routing
can be approximated by a straight line from the source to the destination for
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dense networks, in a real network, the path produced by greedy routing is not a
straight line. The deviation of the path from the straight line varies according to
the density of nodes and transmission radius. These factors are not considered
in the previous analysis of the load of shortest path routing.
• The ratio of the maximum load to the average load of the network induced by
greedy routing as calculated by simulations do not match the theoretical results
for straight line routing. For example, the ratio of maximum load to average
load induced by straight line routing in a circular area can be calculated to be
2.212 from the results of [19]. Fig. 5 shows the ratio of the maximum load to
the average load of the network as obtained from simulations of greedy routing
in a network of ? nodes in a circular area. It can be seen that the ratio between
the maximum load to average load varies depending on the number of nodes in
the network area, and in all cases is much higher than the ratio predicted by
the continuous model.
• In a random network of ? nodes, the load of a node induced by greedy routing
is a random variable, which in simulations exhibits high variance. However, in
continuous models, the load of a node is not a random variable, and depends
only on its position in the network. As shown in Fig. 6, simulations on a circular
area show that the load of nodes that are situated very close to each other can
vary widely. In contrast in the continuous model, in a circular area, the load of
a node is a decreasing function of its distance from the center.
This shows that assuming a network to be continuous space (even if it is very
dense) is not a realistic assumption.
In this chapter, we present a new approach to estimate the average and maximum
load induced by greedy routing in a network that is modeled as a unit disk graph with
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maximum load to average load ratio

























Figure 5: Simulation results versus analytical results for ratio of maximum load to
average load of nodes in greedy routing. Network area is circular with radius R and
transmission range of all the nodes is Tr.
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Figure 6: Simulation results of load of the nodes of greedy routing. Network area
is circular with radius R, ? is the total number of nodes and Tr is the transmission
range of nodes.
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nodes distributed uniformly at random in a circular area. This is the first study that
gives discrete methods for the calculation of average and maximum load induced by
greedy routing in a wireless network. Several variations of greedy routing have been
introduced [18, 23, 25]. We consider only least remaining distance greedy routing
(LRD) [8] with the condition that back forwarding is not allowed (when no positive
progress is possible the packet is dropped). First we calculate the average progress
made in a hop by greedy routing. Our techniques are somewhat different from and
more precise than those used in [8, 18, 25, 50]. We then use this to calculate the
average load of nodes in the network. Our estimate of average load is validated by
simulation results. To calculate the maximum load over all nodes, we first find the
average load of nodes contained in an annulus of radius d and width e, denoted ?? e.
Next we define a random variable Xi, which is a function of the load of node t>¿.
Using simulations, we demonstrate that the distribution of X, depends only on the
density of nodes in the network, and is independent of the position of the node v\.
We estimate the parameters of this random variable using simulations. Finally we
can calculate the maximum load using Xi and £d0. Our estimate is matched closely
by simulation results.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we define our notion
of progress made in one hop, and show how to estimate the average progress in one
hop. In Section 3.3 we estimate the average load of nodes of the network induced by
greedy routing. In Section 3.4 we calculate the average load of nodes that are in an
annulus with a variable inner radius and width. In Section 3.5,we give an estimate for
the maximum load of the network. We discuss our conclusions and suggest directions
for future work in Section 3.6.
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3.2 Average progress in one hop
In this section we give an estimate for the average progress in one hop of the path
produced by greedy routing. This problem has attracted the attention of several
researchers [8, 18, 25, 50]. This is applicable in several areas of research such as
average length of a path and transmission range control. In [25] the expected progress
and path length in connection with optimal transmission range is evaluated assuming
that moving away from the destination is allowed. In [50] the expected progress of a
packet in one hop is calculated as a step of obtaining one-hop throughput and optimal
transmission radii. In [18] some variation of greedy routing (e.g. MFR and MVR)
are studied and average progress is obtained in relation to transmission range control
and one-hop capacity. In [8] another variation of greedy routing (LRD) is studied
and average progress in one hop is obtained which is used to derive bounds on the
length of a path (in hop count) in greedy routing.
In this section we apply a similar approach to [25], with some modifications that
make the result more precise, to calculate the expected progress toward the destina-
tion node in one hop (excluding the last hop).
Let hop length hai¿ = ||a¿,ai+i|| where o¿+i is the next hop in p(a,i,d). We
define ||a?G?|| to be the length of the projection of the line segment (a¿, ?) on the line
connecting a¿ and destination node (see Fig. 7).
Hence hai¿ — ||o¿,ai+i|| is the length of the projection of the hop length on the
line connecting a¿ to destination (the progress toward destination in ith hop). Since
the positions of the nodes are chosen uniformly at random, haiid is a random variable
and its expected value can be calculated by:
¡¦Tr
E\Kud / 1 - Prob ha.d <xdx (1)Jo L J
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Figure 7: Aai¿(v) is the set of all points in the transmission range of a¿ that are closer
to destination than ? and ||ä77U|| is the projection of ||a,, v\\ on the line connecting a,
and destination.
Note that when no node among the neighbors is closer to the destination than the
current node the packet is dropped and progress toward destination is zero thus we
started the integral from 0 instead of -Tr unlike in [25].
Let Aaud{v) be the intersection area of the circle centered at a¿ with radius Tr and
the circle centered at d that passes through v. From the definition of the routing algo-
rithm, we know that ai+1 is the nearest neighbor of a¿ to the destination. This implies
that the region Aai¡d(ai+i) does not contain any nodes. To simplify the calculations,
we assume that the distance of the current node to the destination node is much
greater than the range of the nodes. Then the region Aau¿{v) can be approximated
by a circular segment A' ¿(||a?7^||) defined as follows (see Fig. 8):
^ e ^Ld(Ik. ull) ++ v' e N*i and IKHI ^ K^'
It is an interesting property of this segment that it is only a function of Tr and ||a¿, v\
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Figure 8: Approximation of Aai<d(v) by ^,ddki^ll)
which is the length of the projection of the line segment (a,,-?) on the straight line
connecting a¿ and d. The area of A'a. ¿{\\a?G?\\) is calculated as follows:
a:OtAW^ v\ = Tr2 arccos(—~— ) - \\ai,v\\ y Tr2 - \\ai,v\1 r (2)
From the definition of A' d(||a¿, v\\) we know Prob hauC¡ < ? = Prob[A'a.d(x) is empty].
Putting this in Eq. 1 we will get:








where ? = |V| is the total number of nodes in the network. The expression in 3 is
numerically computed in order to estimate average and maximum load of a network.
Our calculation of E \haiA is based on the assumption that the distance between
the current node and the destination is much greater than the transmission radius.
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However, we use the calculated value of E \haiA even when this assumption does not
hold true. Moreover, we will use the calculated value of E haiA as an estimate of
the average projection of the hop length on the line connecting the source node to
the destination node (shown by h'aud in Fig. 9). It can be expected that the two
quantities are quite close when the angle between the line connecting the current
node to the destination and the line connecting the source node to the destination is
small enough. Observe that this is true when the density of nodes is high or when




Figure 9: Difference between projection of ||a¿,a¿+i|| on the line connecting current
node to destination {haud) and on the line connecting source node to destination
above, Fig. 10 shows that the average progress in one hop as measured by simulations
matches the value of E
hyh.
hai,d very closely. In the rest of this paper we denote E haiid
3.3 Average load of the network
The distance between any two nodes Vi and Vj can be expressed as the sum of
a multiple of h and a remainder (which corresponds to an estimate for the last hop
progress):
H^i, Vj Il = rriij * h + Xij
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Average of the projection of the hop length on the line
connecting source node and destination node
P.40






Figure 10: Simulation versus analytical results for the average of projection of the
hop length on the line connecting source node to the destination node (progress in
one hop).
where m^- is an integer and Xij is a real number in the range (0, h . We use m^- + 1
Figure 11: Approximation for the hop count of the path from Vi to Vj.
as an estimate for the hop count of the path between Vi and Vj (see Fig. 11). Using
the equation for average forwarding index in a graph in [6] we calculate our estimate
for average load as follows:
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where I^ is the average length of a line in a circle with radius R which is given by
JR = Hf-R [24]. Note that for all Vi and Vj we approximate ^- asa random variable
with uniform distribution in the range (0,I]. As shown in Fig. 12, the estimated
average load matches the simulation results very closely.
Average load of the network
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Figure 12: Simulation versus analytical results for the average load of nodes in the
network.
3.4 Average load of nodes in an annulus
In the continuous models used in [9, 19], the maximum load of shortest path
routing occurs at the center of the network. However in a discrete network when







first calculate the average load of nodes that are within a circle with radius a < R
centered at the origin. Then we will use this to give an estimate for the average of
load of nodes that are in an annulus area with a given radius and width.
Define loadgreedy(Ca) to be the average load of nodes in a circle of radius a centered
at the origin:
loadgreedy(Ca) = — S loadgreedy(v) (5)
na v<EVa
where Va is the set of the nodes inside the circle with radius a and na = \Va\ is the
number of nodes in Va.
Here we use a similar approach to that we used to calculate the average load of
the network. The packets forwarded by a node in Ca fall in the following categories,
and we analyze the load contributed by them separately:
1. Ii (Ca): Average load contributed to nodes in Ca by packets where source and
destination nodes are both inside the circle (s, d G Va).
2. I2 (Ca): Average load contributed to nodes in Ca by packets where source node
is inside the circle and destination node is outside (s G Va and d f Va).
3. I3 [Ca)'- Average load contributed to nodes in Ca by packets where source node
is outside the circle and destination node is inside (s f Va and d e V0).
4. !4(C0): Average load contributed to nodes in Ca by packets where source and
destination nodes are both outside the circle (s, d <£ Va).
Hence:
T^dgreedy(Ca) = h(Ca) +J2(Ca) +HCa) +'I4(Ca) (6)
Using calculations similar to those for average load (using Eq.4) we can find ?? (Ca)'-
h(Ca) « K-I)(I + 5) (7)
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For any two nodes Vi, Vj, where Vi is inside Ca and Vj is outside Ca we define d'(vi,Vj)
to be the length of the part of the straight line (ví,Vj) that falls in Ca.
Let d'(vi, Vj) = rriij * h + xy· where m^ > 0 is an integer and 0 < ??- < /? is a real
number corresponding to the estimates of the number of complete hops that fall in
Ca and the length of the last partial hop that falls in the Ca respectively (see Fig. 13).
We estimate the number of nodes in Ca that forward packets from Vi destined to Vj
by rriij + 1 as follows:
Figure 13: Estimate for hop count of a path that falls in Ca when source node (vi) is
inside Ca and destination node (vj) is outside (case !2(C0)).
Ua Vi€Va VjëV-Va \ n I
Consider the set of all line segments with one endpoint in Ca and the other endpoint
in Cr — Ca- Let Va¡R be the average length of the portion of these line segments that
lies within Ca. Hence:
MO «- S S %^ X,t+l
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1 I' R 1
— (pß(? - ?ß)-= öWe(n - ?a) + ?a(? - ?a))?a h 2
(8)
Similarly for h(Ca), let d'(vi,Vj) = rriij *h + Xij + y¿¿ where m^ > 0 is an integer and
0 < Xij, Vij < h are real numbers corresponding to the number of complete hops that
fall in Ca, length of the first partial hop of the path that falls in Ca and the length of
the last hop respectively (see Fig. 14). We estimate the number of nodes in Ca that
forward packets from Vi destined to Vj by ra¿j + 1:
Figure 14: Estimate for hop count of a path that falls in Ca when source node (t>¿) is
outside Ca and destination node (vj) is inside (case !3(C0)).
HCa) « - S S (d'{VUVj) -rXiJ yÍJ+lna VieV-VaVjEVa V " J
_ _j_ v^ v^ a [Vj, Vj) ^ Xj^ ^ yi£- 2^ 2^ h h hna ViZV-VaVjeVa
— ( na(n - na)-=^ - -na(n - na) - -na(n - na) + na(n - na)na\ ft 2 2
= (n-na) a,R (9)
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For Vi, Vj both outside Ca, we define d"(vi,Vj) to be the length of the part of the
straight line (i>¿, Vj) that falls in Ca. Let d"(vi, Vj) = m^ *h + Xij + y^ where m^· > 0
is an integer and 0 < Xij,yij < h are real numbers corresponding to the number of
complete hops that fall in Ca, length of the first partial hop of the path that falls in
Ca and the length of the last partial hop that falls in Ca respectively (see Fig. 15).
We use rriij + 1 as our estimate for the number of nodes in Ca that forward packets
originated at Vi and destined to Vf
Figure 15: Estimate for hop count of a path that falls in Ca when both source (vi)
and destination^) nodes are outside Ca (case !4(C0)).
na Vi&V-VaVj eV-Va-Vi \ " /
(10)
Consider the set of all line segments with both endpoints in Cr — Ca. Let l"a,R be





d"(vj,Vj) Xij yij 1
h h h
1 /"
— ((? - ?a){? - ?a - I)-=-?a h
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- (? - ?a)(? - ?a - 1) + (? - ?a)(? - ?a - I))
= (?-?ß)(p-?a-1) ?a/? (H)
Placing Eq. 7,8,9 and 11 into Eq. 6 we can calculate the average load loadgreedy(Ca)
of nodes inside a circle centered at the origin. Fig. 16 shows the simulation and
analytical results for loadgreedy(Ca) (l'a,R arid l"a,R are calculated numerically and na
is estimated by 9^ in the calculations).
? 10
2. 5 K*
Average load of nodes in Ca
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Figure 16: Simulation versus analytical results for the average load of nodes in Ca.
Using this result we can calculate the average load of nodes in an annulus with
inner radius d and width e centered at network origin denoted by ??€ as follows:
£d,e — loadgreedy{Cd+t)nci+e — loadgreedy{Cd)ndnd+e - nd (12)
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3.5 Maximum load of nodes in the network
In the previous section we estimated the average load of the nodes in any annulus
centered at origin with a given inner radius and width. In consistency with continuous
models, the values for ??0 = Um6^0 ??,ß can a^so be obtained for any 0 < d < R by
a linear transform of the result given by a continuous model. We consider a general
linear transform of the following form:
ìd,o = & * ®sP(^) + ß
where <&sp(j|) is the scalar flux at distance -^ of the center of a unit disk defined in
[19] (A = I).
Solving a system of two equations (maximum and minimum load of the network)
we can calculate the parameters a and ß as follows:




where ?0 0 = lim^^o £<¿ e- Hence using analogy to the continuous model we can show:
Id1JO < £d2,0 *+ * > ¿2 (13)
Here we define a random variable Xi as the ratio of loadgreedy(vi) to £||?<)?||,?:
_ loadgreedy(vi) - (n- 1)
?||^,?||,? -(? -I)
Note that we subtracted ? — 1 which is the number of packets that one node generates
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and sends to all other nodes in the network from both numerator and denominator
because this part is deterministic and not random (n — 1 for all nodes in the network).
Simulation results show that distribution of Xi is independent of the position of
the nodes and the shape of the network area:
Vi*, Vj G V and Va; >" 0 =* fXi(x) = fXj(x) = fx(x)
where fXi(x) is the probability density function of the random variable Xi. We can
estimate X as a gamma random variable with parameters (k,9). The probability
density function (pdf) and cumulative distribution function (cdf) of X would be as
follows:
Ic- 1 —T P ?
/*(*) = ?^ (">
ft(x) - ^J) (15)
x_
where T(k) = f£° tk~xe~x dt and j(k, |) = /0T ífc_1 e~* dt are gamma and Zower incom-
plete gamma functions respectively. We can determine the parameters of this random
variable by simulation. As our simulation shows parameters are a function of the av-
erage number of neighbors of every node which itself is a function of the density of
nodes in the network and the transmission range of each node:
? « 0.883ar0·309, k=l?
where ? in this formula is average number of neighbors of nodes in the network
(Fig. 17).
We use this result to calculate the expected value for maximum load of the network
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Distribution of X
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where the equality in (16) follows from the fact that VO < a < R —>VaÇV and also
the inequality in (17) follows from Eq. 13.
We have calculated ?a0 for 0 < a < R in the previous section (Eq. 12). Here
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Figure 18: Simulation versus analytical results of the maximum load of greedy routing,
independent of each other for all pairs (ví,Vj).
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Substituting for Fx(m) from Eq. 15 we will get our estimate of E [max„jey0(X)] as
follows:
E maxpOÌ = /°° 1 -ViGVa ? Jo l(k,f)T(k) dm
Putting this result into Eq. 18 we get our estimate for the maximum load of nodes in
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the network:
E max.(loadgreedy(vi)) > max ( (?a 0 - ? + 1) / 7(fc,f)r(fc) dx I + ? — 1
Using a step value of 1 for a, E [maxVi€v{loadgree(iy{vi))} is numerically calculated for
different numbers of nodes. As shown in Fig. 18, this estimate matches the maximum
load as obtained by simulation results. The estimate error is shown in Fig. 19.
Error of estimation of the maximum load of the network
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Figure 19: Error of estimate of the maximum load of greedy routing
Using similar techniques, we can calculate the maximum load induced by greedy
routing in a square area. As shown in Fig. 20, our estimate matches the maximum
load as obtained by simulation results.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented a new technique for calculating the average and
the maximum load of the network when greedy routing is used. We calculated the
average progress toward the destination in one hop. We provided an approach to
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Figure 20: Simulation versus analytical results of the maximum load of the greedy
routing (network area is a square with side length S = 500 and transmission radius
Tr = 50).
calculate the average load of the network using the expected progress per hop. We
obtained the average load of nodes in any annulus of the network with a given inner
radius and width. Finally we introduced a new random variable that can express
the characteristics of the load of nodes in the network. Using this random variable,






In this chapter we focus on the load distribution among the nodes in the network area.
In Sections 4.2 and 4.3 We study both the macroscopic view and microscopic view of
the load distribution. When we talk of the macroscopic view of the load distribution,
we focus on the expected load of a node which is a function of the node's coordinates
in the network. This is in contrast with the microscopic view, where we focus on
the one-hop level and analyze the distribution of load among close nodes that have
same expected load. In Section 4.4.1 we introduce a technique to reduce the variance
of the load distribution and hence the maximum load of the nodes in the network.
In Section 4.4.2 we give a class of algorithms called elliptic routing to decrease the
maximum load of the nodes in the network. We also show how the performance of
our algorithms can be improved by combining them with the introduced variance
reducing technique.
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4.2 Macroscopic View of Load Distribution
In the macroscopic view of the network, paths are lines connecting the source node
to the destination node. The expected load of a node is calculated as the number of
lines that go through that node (point in the Euclidean plane). In this view the nodes
that are very close to each other have the same load in the network. The load of a
node can therefore be seen as a function of its location in the network. Many previous
studies that used continuous models of the network have used this view [9, 19, 42].
4.3 Microscopic View of Load Distribution
In the microscopic view of the network we focus on a small region of the network that
contains nodes with approximately the same expected load. In the previous chapter
we introduced a random variable denoted by Xi to explain the distribution of the
load of node Vi induced by greedy routing:
_ loadgreedy(vi) - (re- 1)
£|k,o||,o - (? - 1)
As we saw the parameters of this random variable for any node are independent of the
coordinates of that node. Therefore, as in the previous chapter, we use the random
variable X to denote any of the X^s. We also saw how these parameters affect the
calculation of the maximum load of greedy routing in the network.
In this section we extend our study to other routing algorithms. We define a
similar random variable Xra with respect to routing algorithm ra (e.g. Xgreedy and
Xcurvebaii for greedy routing and curveball routing respectively). Intuitively one can
see that the expected value of Xra for any routing algorithm is equal to one. Therefore
we compare the variance of Xra for different parameters of the network (e.g. density
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of nodes and transmission range for variance of Xgreedy)- Also we study the variance
of Xra for different routing algorithms and explain the difference.
4.3.1 The effect of network parameters on the variance of
¦A- greedy
To see how the network parameters affect the variance of Xgreedy we performed a
series of simulations. In the first set of simulations we keep the network area and
transmission range of nodes fixed and observe the effect of node density (total number
of nodes in the network divided by the size of the network area) on the variance of
-^- greedy
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Figure 21: The variance of Xgreedy with respect to the density of nodes in the network
and different transmission ranges. The network area is circular with radius 250.
As the results in Figure 21 show, the variance of Xgreedy decreases by the increase
in the node density of the network. In the second set of simulations we fix the number
of nodes and the network area and see how changes in transmission range of nodes
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affect the random variable Xgreedy As can be seen from the figure, the variance
decreases as the transmission range of nodes increases. We can combine the last two
parameters in the average number of neighbors for every node in the network.















Average number of neighbors per each node
200
Figure 22: The variance of Xgreedy with respect to the average number of neighbors
per each node. The network area is circular with radius 250.
As shown in Figure 22, the variance of Xgreedy decreases when the average number
of neighbors per each node increases. One possible explanation for this effect is that
as the number of nodes in the network increases, the probability that one node is left
alone (that will lead to high load) will be lower. In the extreme case if the density
of nodes is too high all nodes in a small region of the network will be in a similar
condition and hence will have similar load which translates to very low (theoretically
zero) variance of Xgreedy
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4.3.2 The effect of routing algorithms on the variance of X
Different routing algorithms can also affect the variance of X. Figure 23 shows the
difference in the variance of X for different routing algorithms and different density of
nodes in the network. From the result we can see that the algorithms can be classified
into two groups: Group 1 consists of greedy, and curveball routing, and Group 2
consists of one-turn rectilinear and radial paths routing. Clearly the algorithms in
Group 1 have lower variance in Xra compared to those in Group 2. In what follows,
we hypothesise the reason for this difference.
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Figure 23: The variance of Xra for different routing algorithms. The network area is
circular with radius 250 or square with side length 500, and the transmission range
of the nodes is 50.
In all the algorithms, at each hop the current node ? forwards the packet to one
of its neighbors u as determined by a criterion such as remaining distance to the
destination as in greedy, or the best node along a given direction as in rectilinear or
radial routing. We observe that in the algorithms in Group 2, the set of candidate
nodes for the next node u is in general a strict subset of the neighbors of the node.
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For example in one-turn rectilinear routing, for any node ? (except for the border
of the network) the direction of forwarding is either horizontal or vertical. In the
case of radial-paths routing, for any node v, the directions are limited to either radial
(toward or away from the origin) or on a ring that goes through the point (which is
perpendicular to the radial direction).
(a) (b)
Figure 24: The area around a node which the next hop can be expected to lie (all
possible directions for the destination node is considered), (a) one-turn rectilinear
routing and (b) Radial routing.
Figure 24 shows the areas in which the next node u can be expected to lie for any
destination for rectilinear and radial routing. In contrast, for the algorithms in Group
1, a node can forward a packet to any of its neighbors, depending on the destination,
and is not limited to any set of directions.
Hence one can see that each node forwards packets to fewer neighbors for algo-
rithms in Group 2 compared to the algorithms in Group 1. In other words, using the
algorithms in Group 2 has a similar effect to reducing the number of neighbors or
density for the greedy algorithm. In both cases, there is an increase in the variance
of X.
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4.3.3 Distribution of X on maximum load of the network
Since the values of the expected load of a node and its actual load are different,
we can define different metrics to compare routing algorithms in terms of their load
balancing performance. One possible metric is the maximum of expected load {mei for
short) and the other is the expected maximum load (eml for short). These two metrics
evaluate two different aspects of load balancing and could give different results when
comparing algorithms.
The mei of a network with respect to routing algorithm ra is defined as follows:
melra(V) = max E[loadra(v)]
where eml for the same network is defined as:
emlra(V) = E max loadra(v)vev
Theoretically the two metrics will be equal if and only if the variance of Xra is equal to
zero (load of every node is equal to its expected load). It is easy to see that melra(V) <
emlra(V). We prove that in general maxyiey={yl!y2v..>yn} E [Yj] < E [max Y¡ G Y] for
any set of random variables Y.
VYiEY : HyíMYí <m) Q (Yi < m)
Prob[r\YieYYi < m] < Prob[Yi < m]
1 - FmaXY.€Y (m) > 1 - FYi (m)
/OO /1OO
1 - FmaXY€Y (m)dm > / 1 - FYi (m) dm-OO l J-CO
£[maxY;ey] > E[Y1]
E[maxYiGY] > max E[Yi] (20)
Yi t Y
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4.4 Our Load Balancing Algorithms
In this section we introduce new techniques to balance the load over the nodes in the
network area. First we give a technique to reduce the variance of the Xra and hence
the emlra value of the network. The effect of this technique on the expected load of
nodes is negligible. Secondly, we introduce some routing algorithms that reduce the
mei value of the network. The first technique can be combined with the new routing
algorithms, or indeed any single-path routing algorithm to obtain a more balanced
distribution of load.
4.4.1 Technique to reduce the variance of load distribution
As seen before, the variance of Xra is a function of average number of neighbors
that interact with a node. The technique in this section tries to increase the average
number of neighbors that communicate with a node.
kBestNeighbor
In greedy routing, at each hop the neighbor that minimizes the Euclidean distance to
destination is chosen. Given a node ? and considering all possible destinations, we see
that many neighbors of ? are not used as the next hop for any of the destinations. To
address this shortcoming, we propose a generalization of the greedy algorithm called
kBestGreedy algorithm. This technique has been proposed previously to increase the
delivery rate of greedy routing [16]. In this algorithm, at each node, a candidate
set of the k neighbors nearest to the destination and closer to the destination than
the current node is constructed. In case that only k' < k neighbors are closer to
the destination node than the current node, the candidate set consists of those k'
neighbors only. Then the next node is chosen randomly from this set. Algorithm 1
shows kBestGreedy in more detail.
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Algorithm 1 kBestGreedy
procedure kBestGreedy(cwr, desi, k)
if dist (curr, dest) < Tr then
return dest
end if{else}
C LCoO \ J. V Qij/rf
for all ? € cJist do
dist[v} <— dist(v, dest)
if dist (curr, dest) < dist[v] then
remove ? from cJist
end if
end for
for i = 1 to size (cJist) — A; do
« ·<— vertex in dist with biggest disi
remove u from cJist
end for
index <— rand(size(c_Zzsi)) {a random number between 1 and size(cJisi)}
return cJist[index]
On average this technique leads to more nodes being used at the one hop scale
and therefore the variance of Xra is expected to decrease. Simulation results for
var(Xgreedy) are shown in Figure 25 that confirms the predictions. As k increases the
expected per hop progress goes down, which causes the expected load of nodes to
increase. Figure 26 and 27 show the eml and the average load of the network with
kBestGreedy for different values of k respectively. The best parameter can be chosen
by simulations, but even k = 2 leads to 17 — 20% decrease in eml and only 1 — 7%
increase in the average load.
4.4.2 Algorithms for balancing the expected load of nodes
In this section we introduce a set of algorithms called elliptic routing. We start with
one-level elliptic routing which uses two parameters and then extend our algorithm
to k-level elliptic routing that works with 2k parameters.
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Variance of XkBestGreedy with respect to different parameter k




















Figure 25: The variance of XkBestGreedy for different values of k. The number of nodes
in the simulations is 1225, network area is circular with radius 250 and transmission
range of nodes is 50.
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? 10' Expected maximum load (eml) of the kBestGreedy routing
Figure 26: The eml of the network of kBestGreedy for different values of k and
different number of nodes in the network. Network area is circular with radius 250
and transmission range of nodes is 50.
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Figure 27: Average load of the network of kBestGreedy for different values of k and
different number of nodes in the network. Network area is circular with radius 250
and transmission range of nodes is 50.
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One-level elliptic routing
This algorithm takes as parameters a real value 0 < r < R where R is the network
radius, and a function / : Rx R —>· R. The network area is divided into two regions:
the inner region within distance r from the network center and the outer region outside
it. If both source and destination nodes are in the inner region, the routing path is the
same as in greedy routing. The reason not to change the path is that when both nodes
are in the highly loaded area (close to network center), increasing the path length
increases the average of the load of nodes in this area which consequently increases
the mei of the network (Figure 28a illustrates the path for this case). But when
either the source node or the destination node (or both) are in the outer region, the
route goes through an intermediate point to avoid the network center. Let Z denote
the line connecting the source node (src) and the destination node [desi). Also let
V denote the line that goes through the network origin and is perpendicular to I. If
the intersection of I and V does not lie between src and dest nodes on I, the path
is again as in greedy routing (see Figure 28d). Otherwise we select an intermediate
point intPoint on I' with distance rintpoint to the origin, defined by the parameter
function /. Figure 28b and 28c illustrate how the intermediate point is selected. For
the pseudocode of the algorithm, see Algorithms 2 and 3.
When the intersection point of Z and I' in not between the source and the desti-
nation node we do not set an intermediate point. This includes many cases in which
either no part of I lies in the highly loaded area or any deviation from the straight
line path does not lead to a significant decrease in the length of the new path that
falls in the highly loaded area (one example is shown in Figure 28d).
For our simulations we tried three different functions as candidates for /:








Figure 28: Path selection in one-level elliptic routing: (a) When both nodes are
within distance r from the network center, (b) and (c) at least one of the source or
destination nodes is at distance greater than r, and the intersection of I and I' is
between the source and the destination nodes. An intermediate point is chosen as
illustrated, (d) The intersection point is not between the source and destination and
no intermediate point is assigned.
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Algorithm 2 one-level elliptic routing
function llevelelliptic(src, des, r, f)
path <— (src)
if dist (src, dest) < Tr then





intPoint 4— assignlntPoint (src, dest, r, f)
{use greedy path to a node within the transmission range of intPoint}
while dist (curr, intPoint) > Tr do
curr <— greedy (curr, intPoint)
path -f- (path, curr)
end while
{use greedy path to a node within the transmission range of dest}
while dist (curr, dest) > Tr do
curr <— greedy(curr, dest)
path ·<— (path, curr)
end while
path <— (path, dest)
return path
function assignlntPoint (src, dest, r, f)
if dist (src, origin) > r or dist(dest, origin) > r then






Algorithm 3 calculates intermediate point
procedure calcIntPoint(pl,p2, /, intPoint)
(xl,y\) 4— cartesianCoordinates(pl)
(x3, j/3) <— cartesianCoordinates(p2)
I <— line going through (xl,yl) and (x3,y3)
I' <— line going through origin and perpendicular to I
(x2,y2) -<— intersect(/, /')
if (xl < x2 < x?> and y\<y2< yS) or (xl > x2 > x3 and yl>y2> y3) then
(rl,#l) 4— polarCoordinates(xl,yl)
(r2, T2) <— polarCoordinates(x2, y2)
(r3, 03) <— polarCoordinates(x3, y2>)
r <— /(rl,r3)
T<-T2




where d\ =dist(src, origin) and c?2 =dist(desi, origin). The value of r that minimizes
the metric mei is in general different from the value that minimizes the metric eral.
Therefore for each combination of function / and metric the best values of t can be

























Table 1: One-level elliptic routing: Best values of r and r' for different functions /
that minimizes the eml and mei metrics respectively, as found by simulations. The
number of nodes in the simulations is 1225, network area is circular with radius 250
and transmission range of nodes is 50.
Figure 29 shows the expected load of nodes as a function of their distance from
the network center for one-level elliptic routing for a given function parameter / =
max. One can see that as the parameter r of the algorithm decreases, more paths
will go through intermediate points and hence the load in the nodes further from the
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network center will increase. In contrast as the parameter r increases, it means more
nodes participate in greedy routing, which results in an increase in the load of nodes
close to the network center. The same pattern can be expected to occur for other
functions / = {min, mean} as well.
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Figure 29: The expected load of nodes as a function of distance from the network
center (/ = max). The number of nodes in the simulations is 1225, network area
is circular with radius 250 and transmission range of nodes is 50. To calculate the
expected load average is taken over load of the nodes in an annulus with width 35.
Figure 30 shows the expected load of a node as a function of distance from the
network center for different function parameters / = {min, mean, max} and a fixed
r parameter. For a fixed parameter r, using / = max pushes the load more outward
the network center compared to / = mean and / = min. Hence the nodes close
to the network center experience less load and in nodes further from the network
center encounter more load. A similar intuition explains the difference in the load
distribution of / = min and / = mean.
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Figure 30: The expected load of nodes as a function of distance from the network
center for different function parameters / = {min, mean, max} (parameter r = 215
is fixed). The number of nodes in the simulations is 1225, network area is circular
with radius 250 and transmission range of nodes is 50. To calculate the expected load
average is taken over load of the nodes in an annulus with width 35.
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Multi-level elliptic routing
In one-level elliptic routing by assigning only one intermediate point we try to push
the path outward from the network center. However in some cases, a big portion
of the path still lies inside the highly loaded area (the area close to the network
center). Figure 31 shows an example where in spite of using an intermediate point, a
major part of the path between the source and the destination nodes falls close to the
network center. This shows that we can still improve on one-level elliptic routing by
adding more intermediate points that push the path further out of the highly loaded
area close to the network center.
ti.
di
Figure 31: An example where, curving the path via an intermediate node increases
the length of the path that falls in the highly loaded area.
To extend the algorithm for &-levels, we use two sets of parameters r = [ri, r2, ..., rk]
and / = [/i, /2, ..·, fk\- The 0 < r¿ < R are elements of a sorted array of distinct re-
als that are used to divide the network area into disjoint regions. The functions
fi : R x R -» R are used to assign the intermediate points. The decision of the
function to use is made based on the regions where the source node and the destina-
tion node are located. In the first stage of the algorithm the number of intermediate
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points is determined. We find the largest i such that at least one of the source or the
destination nodes is at distance greater than r¿ to the network center. The number of
intermediate points is then calculated as 2% — 1. The coordinates of the intermediate
points are calculated and stored in an array intPoints of size 2l — 1 using a recursive
algorithm. First the middle element (i.e. intPoints^1"1]) is calculated as in Algo-
rithm 6 using the given source and destination. Next the algorithm recursively fills in
the first half of the intPoints array using the given source and intPoints^1-1] as des-
tination, and similarly recursively fills in the second half of the intPoints array using
intPoints[2'l~1} as source and the given destination. The pseudocode of multi-level
elliptic routing is provided in Algorithms 4, 5, and 6.
Algorithm 4 Multi-level elliptic routing
function multilevelelliptic (src, des, r[], /[])
path <— (src)
if dist (src, dest) < Tr then





intPoints <— assignIntPoints(src, dest, r, f)
for i = 1 to size(intPoints) do
{use greedy path to a node within the transmission range of intPoint[i]}
while dist (curr, intPoints[i\) > Tr do
curr <— greedy (curr, intPoints[i\)
path 4— (path, curr)
end while
end for
{use greedy path to a node within the transmission range of dest}
while dist (curr, dest) > Tr do
curr <— greedy(curr, dest)
path <— (path, curr)
end while
path <— (path, dest)
return path
One can see that one-level elliptic routing is a special case of multi-level elliptic
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Algorithm 5 Assigns intermediate points




for i = k downto 1 do
if dist (src, origin) > r[i] or dist (dest, origin) > r[i] then
level «— i




if level == 0 then
intPoints 4— an empty array of size 1
intPoints[l] -f- dest
else
intPoints <— an empty array of size numberIntPoints
calcIntPointsArray(src, dest, f [level], intPoints)
end if
return intPoints
Algorithm 6 calculate intermediate points
procedure calcIntPointsArray(pl,p2, /, A\\)
midlndex <— \size(subArray)/2]
calcIntPoint(pl,p2, /, A[midlndex\)
if úze(A) > 1 then
p3 <r- A[midlndex]
calcIntPointsArray(pl,p3, /, A[I..midlndex — I])
calcIntPointsArray(p3,p2, /, A[midlndex + l..end])
end if
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routing where size(f) — size(r) = 1. In this thesis we looked at another special
case of the general algorithm where size(f) = size(r) = 2. Figure 32 shows an
illustration of two-level elliptic routing. If both nodes are within distance T1 from
the network center, the path is as in greedy routing (Figure 32a). Otherwise, if both
nodes are within distance r2 from the network center, similar to one-level elliptic
routing, an intermediate point is selected and the path contains two segments: first
to the intermediate point and second from the intermediate point to the destination
node (as shown in Figure 32b). If the distance of either the source node or destination
node from the network center is greater than r2, up to three intermediate points may
be used. First we find the middle intermediate point i2 using the source node and the
destination node with a technique similar to one-level elliptic routing. Then the other
two intermediate points (¿? and i3) are found using i2 once as the destination node
and once as the source node (see Figure 32c and 32d). Depending on the positions
of the source node and the destination node, the total number of the intermediate
points could be zero, one, two or three. If i2 does not exist (the perpendicular point
falls outside the line segment between the source node and the destination node)
we will have no intermediate point. If i2 exists but neither Z1 or i3 exist then we
will have one intermediate point. If i2 exists but either Z1 or ¿3 do not exist we will
have two intermediate point (see Figure 32d for an example), and finally if all of the
intermediate points exist then the path will go through three intermediate points (as
in Figure 32c).
We tried some of the possible combinations of different functions (as mentioned
for one-level elliptic routing) for /? and f2 to try to achieve better load balancing
compared to one-level elliptic routing. Table 2 shows the simulation results for the
best parameter sets of the algorithms. As with the simulation results for one-level




Figure 32: Path selection in two-level elliptic routing.
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the same. Figure 33 shows the simulation results of the expected load of nodes as a
























Table 2: Multi-level elliptic routing: Best values of (r\,r2) and (r[,r'2) for different
(/11/2) pairs of functions that minimize the eml and mei metrics respectively, as
found by simulations. The number of nodes in the simulations is 1225, network area
is circular with radius 250 and transmission range of nodes is 50.
Figure 34 shows how changing the parameter r± of the two-level elliptic routing
affects the expected load of the nodes in the network. Similar to one-level elliptic
routing, as the parameter r\ decreases, more paths will go through intermediate points
and hence the load in the nodes further from the network center will increase. In
contrast as the parameter r\ increases, it means more nodes participate in greedy
routing which results in an increase in the load of nodes close to the network center.
Similar results are predicted to occur with changing the parameter r2. Figure 35
shows the simulation results of changing r2.
4.4.3 Combining the algorithms
Each of the algorithms in Section 4.4.2 can be combined with the technique in Sec-
tion 4.4.1 to achieve an improvement in decreasing eml of the network. As also dis-
cussed in Section 4.4.1 the effect of the introduced technique on mei and average load
of the nodes should be negligible. Each of the algorithms introduced in Section 4.4.2
uses simple greedy routing as a base to reach the destination or intermediate nodes.
To combine the kBestGreedy technique with these algorithms, one only needs to re-
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Figure 33: The expected load of nodes as a function of distance from the network
center. For each pair of functions (./?,/2), the parameters (ri,r2) are selected to
minimize the mei of the network. The number of nodes in the simulations is 1225,
network area is circular with radius 250 and transmission range of nodes is 50. To
calculate the expected load average is taken over load of the nodes in an annulus with
width 35.
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The expected load of nodes as a function of their distance from the network center
t = [205, 230]
. -r = [200, 230]









Distance of nodes from the network center
250
Figure 34: The effect of changing r\ on the the expected load of nodes as a function of
distance from the network center where (/i, /2) = (mean, max). The number of nodes
in the simulations is 1225, network area is circular with radius 250 and transmission
range of nodes is 50. To calculate the expected load average is taken over load of the
nodes in an annulus with width 35.
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250
Figure 35: The effect of changing r2 on the expected load of nodes as a function of
distance from the network center where (/i, /2) = (mean, max). The number of nodes
in the simulations is 1225, network area is circular with radius 250 and transmission
range of nodes is 50. To calculate the expected load average is taken over load of the
nodes in an annulus with width 35.
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performance of 2Best one-level elliptic routing and 2Best two-level elliptic routing
with the original one-level and two-level elliptic routings.
algorithm
2Best one-level elliptic
compared to one-level elliptic
2Best two-level elliptic










Table 3: Comparison of 2Best one-level elliptic routing and 2Best two-level elliptic
routing with one-level and two-level elliptic routings in terms of eml, mei, and average
load of the network. Parameters (r, /) for one-level and two-level elliptic routings are
(215, max) and ([205, 230], [mean,max]) respectively. The number of nodes in the
simulations is 1225, network area is circular with radius 250 and transmission range
of nodes is 50.
4.5 Comparisons with previous algorithms
In this section we compare our algorithms with previous algorithms. To compare the
different algorithms we use three predefined metrics: average load, eml, and mei of
the nodes in the network. We would like to find an algorithm that minimizes eml and
mei of the network while not increasing average load of the network too much.
The algorithms that we compare in this section are: curveball routing (with in-
put parameters 1.1 and 1.2 that are reported in [43] to have best eml and mei re-
spectively), Rin routing, greedy routing, one-level elliptic routing with parameters
(r, /) = (225, max) and (r, /) = (215, max), and two-level elliptic routing with pa-
rameters (r, /) = ([215,235], [min,mean]) and (r, /) = ([205,230], [mean,max]).
Figure 36 shows the expected load of the nodes as a function of their distance to
the network center with respect to different algorithms. It can be observed from the
graphs that two-level elliptic routing decreases mei of the network by 46% compared
to greedy routing. Also a decrease of 36% in mei of greedy routing is obtained by one-
level elliptic routing. Finally, two-level elliptic routing achieves the best mei though
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only a slight improvement over curveball routing.
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250
Figure 36: Expected load of nodes as a function of distance from the network center
induced by different algorithms. The number of nodes in the simulations is 1225,
network area is circular with radius 250 and transmission range of nodes is 50.
Figure 37 compares different algorithms with respect to eml of the network for
different node densities. It is observed that Rin routing induces greater eml in the
network compared with greedy routing. This is due to the fact that variance of
X effects the eml of the network (in contrast with mei) and because X for these
algorithms have higher variance therefore the eml of the network is higher for them.
Compared to greedy routing, one-level and two-level elliptic routing can achieve up
to 24% and 29% decrease in the eml of the network respectively. Finally, two-level
elliptic routing achieves the best eml though only a slight improvement over curveball
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routing.
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Figure 37: Expected maximum load of nodes in the network induced by different
algorithms. Network area is circular with radius 250 and transmission range of nodes
is 50.
Table 4 compares different algorithms with respect to eml, mei, and average load
of the nodes in the network to greedy routing.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we defined two deferent metrics representing the maximum load of the
network in two different ways: expected maximum load (eml) and maximum expected
load (mei) of the network, and explained the difference between the two metrics. We
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Table 4: Comparison of different algorithms in terms of eml, mei, and average load
of the network with greedy routing. Network area is circular with radius 250 and
transmission range of nodes is 50.
the variance of the load of nodes in more detail and looked at the parameters of
the network that affect the variance of X. Then we showed the importance of the
distribution of X because of its effect on the eml of the network.
We introduced two categories of algorithms aimed to decrease each metric used to
represent the maximum load of the network and we explained how one can combine
the algorithms from the two categories to obtain a better performance. We compared
our algorithms with greedy routing and other existing algorithms with respect to
the different metrics. Our simulations show that our algorithms achieve a better
performance than the previously proposed algorithms.
Also it is important to mention that our algorithm (elliptic routing), can be imple-
mented on top of the existing location-aware routing algorithms, by using techniques
to route to intermediate destinations. This gives the advantage of easier implemen-
tation and testing and backward compatibility to the previous algorithms.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
5.1 Conclusion
In this thesis we studied the load distribution induced by routing algorithms and
the problem of load balancing in wireless ad hoc networks with single-path routing.
We showed how the continuous model which is used in many studies before is not a
sufficient model to study load distribution of routing algorithms.
We based our analysis of the load distribution on a discrete model of the net-
work. We calculated the average progress per hop of greedy routing as the expected
Euclidean distance by which a packet gets closer to the destination node at each
hop. Using this parameter and considering the last hop progress, we calculated the
average load of the nodes in the network induced by greedy routing. To calculate
the maximum load of the nodes induced by greedy routing, first we derived the ex-
pected load of any node as a function of its distance from the network center. Then
we expressed the actual load of nodes as a random variable where parameters are
calculated via simulations. The maximum load of the network (eml) is derived as
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the expected maximum of the loads of the nodes in the network. We showed how
our result for the expected load of the nodes is consistent with the previous studies
which used continuous models for analysis. We also showed that our approach gives
a more accurate view of the load distribution of the nodes in the network compared
to studies based on continuous model.
We also showed how the new view of the network can affect the design of load
balancing algorithms for ad hoc networks. We presented explanations for the obser-
vation of low performance of some techniques for load balancing. We distinguished
two different metrics for the maximum load of the nodes in the network: maximum
expected load (mei) and expected maximum load (eml) of the nodes. We introduced a
technique called kBestNeighbor to decrease the eml and a group of algorithms called
elliptic routing to reduce both the mei and eml of the nodes in the network. We
evaluated the performance of our algorithms via simulations and compared our algo-
rithms with other existing algorithms. Our simulations show that two-level elliptic
routing with appropriately chosen parameters achieves the best eml and mei values,
and a slight improvement over curveball routing.
5.2 Future Work
Although our analysis was based on a circular network area, it can be extended
to a square area with small modifications. We expect that one can extend it to
other shapes as well. Our algorithms can be combined with the existing location-
based routing algorithms to achieve load balancing. The performance analysis of our
algorithms combined with other algorithms can be left as a future work. Also our
algorithms can be extended using different combinations of functions as parameter.
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